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Diana Butler Bass, who teaches at Virginia Theological Seminary in Alexandria, tells the story 
of returning home one time from Pennsylvania. Like many of us these days, before leaving 
she'd gone on line to the MapQuest site and gotten directions. MapQuest and Yahoo Maps can 
be quite handy. One downside can be that they direct you to a single, and most obvious route, 
usually using the interstates or most heavily traveled highways, with no mention of rush-hour 
traffic patterns or road construction. At any rate, on this particular trip, Butler Bass and her 
husband got caught in a locally notorious construction mess on the Baltimore beltway. 
Frustrated and exasperated, she reached for the worn paper atlas on the backseat as they exited 
the beltway. Then, using old-fashioned street signs and intuition, they navigated through 
several neighborhoods to an unused secondary highway—where there was little traffic and an 
open road. When they arrived safely home, her husband remarked, “That's a good route. It's a 
good route even if there isn't any traffic!” 
 
Well, I think it's safe to say that the new way to which Jesus calls us won’t be the most obvious 
or the most heavily traveled way. But, it's a good route. This journey we're on is good, and on it 
we will find home. Jesus knew that the journey of his own life needed to culminate in 
Jerusalem. And so, as Luke says, “he set his face to go” there. But, I'm guessing he didn't 
consult Yahoo Maps, because the most heavily traveled routes from Galilee to Jerusalem 
avoided Samaria altogether! Talk about hazards! The animosity between Jews and Samaritans 
was so great, I mean, why bother? Just don't go in that neighborhood! It's like the night when I 
was in Seminary that some of us had driven into the city to see a Yankee game. When we left 
late that night to return home, we missed our turn and ended up in Spanish Harlem. We didn't 
know exactly where we were, but we knew we didn't want to be there!  
 
So, you see most Jews traveling from Galilee to Jerusalem or vice versa, just didn't go to 
Samaria. But, not so Jesus. He sends his messengers ahead, hoping for accommodations, but 
when they see that he's a Jew on his way to Jerusalem, they are unwilling to receive him. You 
remember, of course, this all goes way back. The Samaritans had no use for the temple in 
Jerusalem, having been expelled from there when the Jews returned from exile, for having 
intermarried and mixed with surrounding cultures, they'd set up their own temple in Gerazim. 
At any rate, their unwillingness to receive Jesus was predictable, as I guess, so was the reaction 
of James and John. It seems that James and John had their own kind of internal Mapquest. They 
literally wanted to blaze a direct route to Jerusalem. What they were really doing, of course, 
was simply mirroring the animosity of the Samaritans in a  one-ups-manship kind of way. You 
know, “let's hate those who hate us!” They turn to Jesus and ask, “Lord do you want us to 
command fire to come down from heaven and consume them?”  
 
And to be fair, they felt like they had good precedent for that response. Elijah had done that. In 
fact, some ancient translations of this text in Luke phrase the question just that way, as “Lord, 
do you want us to command fire to come down from heaven and consume them as Elijah did? 
James and John, I guess, still hadn't gotten it. They were still thinking of this messianic faith as 
being like a set of MapQuest directions, thinking that there is only a single highway to God, 
and that this God, claiming supreme authority and all rights to be adored is willing to torch 
anything less. Well, that's a fairly heavily traveled route still. When people make life harder for 
us than what we think it would be otherwise, we're tempted to reject or at least exclude them, 
aren't we? 
 
James and John bring to mind certain types of evangelists of another generation, I don't know, 
maybe some of them are still around, who extended God's grace to the audience and then tossed 
balls of hellfire at those who refused the offer. Isn't it strange that Jesus' disciples can remember 



quite well the scriptural precedent for calling down heaven's fire, but they've forgotten the very 
recent words of Jesus (from the beginning of this very chapter in Luke!) about accepting the 
hospitality offered and if it's not extended simply shaking the dust from your feet and moving 
on? Isn't it interesting how the mind can grasp and hold onto those Scriptures which seem to 
bless our worst behavior and yet not retain past the sanctuary door those scriptures which call 
us to love, forgiveness and mercy? Well, I think the thing is, we think it's all about me! We 
think it's about me, or about my family, or my church, my community, my nation, all of which 
too easily can become just another way of saying it's about me. And so, anyone who's not one 
of “our own” is seen as a rival. 
 
And you remember what Jesus said about the notion of “taking care of our own?” He said, 
everybody does that! What's the virtue in that?! Well, maybe not everybody does it, we hear 
stories in the media to the contrary, but you see still, that's why those stories are news, because 
they are the exception, not the norm. The norm is people take care of their own. And Jesus 
says, “big deal.” It's not about me, or people like me: my family, my church, my religion, my 
community.  
 
But, we're eaten up with it, aren't we? How do we find real meaning in a narcissistic, rivalistic 
culture? Sometimes people won't receive us. Sometimes they make our lives hard, and we'd just 
as soon be done with them. Listen, in this story, Jesus calls his would be followers to a new 
way of life, a far less traveled route than normal. First, he rebukes James and John for their 
rivalistic, “slash and burn,” “shock and awe” approach to those who have rejected him. And 
then there is this series of quick encounters that all point to a different route away from the 
heavily traveled routes of “me and mine.”  
 
The first is about creature comforts. He says to one would be follower, “Foxes have holes, and 
birds of the air have nests; but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head.” You know, if you 
really want to follow me, you may have to give up some of those comforts you're used to. And 
the next encounter really sounds like fanaticism frankly. I mean let’s be honest. The guy wants 
to follow but needs to go and bury his father who's just died. And Jesus says, “Let the dead 
bury their own dead; but as for you go and proclaim the Kingdom of God.” Finally, the last one 
will follow, but just wants to say goodbye to his family for heaven's sake! And Jesus says, “No 
one who puts a hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the Kingdom.” Tough, shocking stuff! 
Well, that's the point. It's meant to shock and offend us. It's not asserting a life of poverty. It's 
not asserting a new way of treating parents, or of family obligations and attachments. 
 
It is asserting a higher claim of allegiance and making sure that we see that there can be a 
conflict of interest between me and mine, and the forgiveness and compassion and mercy of a 
life lived for Jesus. His call to this new way will usually generate all that caring in and for 
family, but love remains and sometimes it must break established priorities. See, what if most 
of our established priorities, all the me and mine and us and ours stuff really comes from a 
failure of faith, an inability to trust that this life as it is, is grace, a gift given and continually 
sustained by a loving God?  
 
You know, often we have this kind of the MapQuest vision of life that says there's something 
fundamentally wrong with here, now, so we need a way to get to there as quickly as possible. 
But, it seems to me that Jesus is saying to all us would be followers, life in the Kingdom is 
here, now, the opportunity for compassion and forgiveness and mercy is right here, right now. 
Don't look forward as if this place right now isn't good enough, and don't look back to try to 
live in some idealized past or to wallow in past failures. Jesus is not the way to get somewhere 
else. Jesus is the Way itself, the journey of each moment. Jesus didn't say: follow the map. He 
didn't say follow the “four spiritual laws” or follow the “forty days of purpose.” He said, 
“follow me.” And when you follow him, it's always right here, right now. You know, it's good 



to make plans that help us, as individuals and as a church to follow him. But, it will always 
come down to a particular “here and now.”  
 
Joan Henderson recalls when she first entered Phinney Ridge Lutheran Church in Seattle. She 
says, “When I walked in the front door on Easter a decade ago, I had no idea that I had been 
invited, but I had been. I had been invited by the Holy Spirit. But the invitation was so subtle I 
didn't know anything was at work other than me trying to get my way. I wasn't interested in 
following anything or anyone. I didn't want to be changed, I wasn't looking for community. I 
just wanted to get our girls baptized so they could get admitted to a Catholic school. Quick and 
clean. In and out.” She said, “I've come to refer to it as looking for a drive-through baptism.” 
 
But, now she's come to believe that the Christian life is one of “continuing invitation,” where 
through the stirrings of the Holy Spirit, Christ calls us to follow. Around her neck she wears a 
necklace.  It reads simply: Show Up. Show up. Be here now. Through grief, confusion, joy, 
hopelessness, fear, whatever. Here, now is the time for forgiveness. Here, now is the time for 
compassion. Here, now is the time for mercy. Here, now is the time for singing, for crying, for 
living, for dying. Don't look back. Here, now, this is holy ground. Here... now... is the time for 
the life of our Lord to be lived in us. Come and eat. 
 
Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


